ANNUAL

SPRING RETREAT
Seabeck Conference Center in Seabeck, WA
Wednesday - Sunday
May 18-22, 2022

www.nwbasketweavers.org

What’s New? What’s New?? While COVID-19 concerns continue, the Guild and Seabeck are dedicated to providing the safest experience possible. Please review our Protocol, pg 2, and Waiver, pg 5,
carefully, and be sure to include the signed waiver and proof of vaccination with your registration. After
accepting registrations, the Guild will decide if the Retreat is a “GO” by March 7.

Seabeck Conference Center: Seabeck is on the Kitsap
Peninsula. The Conference Center provides non-profit organizations with the perfect escape from the hectic pace of daily life. In
response to COVID concerns, Seabeck has revised their dining
and sleeping accommodations. Bedding and linens are supplied.
Sorry, no pets are allowed, only service animals. Seabeck requires all employees to be fully vaccinated. See the website at
http://www.seabeck.org/ to review their policies.

Activities: We hope to include as many of the Guild’s traditional activities as possible. We ask for
your flexibility if activities must be changed.
- Gatherings like W(h)ine & Weave, Thursday Program, Marketplace, and Live Auctions may take place
outdoors, or with staggered attendance.
- Raffles and Silent Auction will welcome your donations!
- Gallery Exhibit: this year marks our 40th anniversary, so our theme is, “Where Were YOU in ’82?”
Feel free to interpret this theme in your own inimitable fashion.

Prospective Events Schedule
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

Welcome!

9:00-12:30 Classes
or open weave

9:00-12:30 Classes
or open weave

9:00-12:30 Classes
or open weave

9:00-1:00 Classes or open
weave

1:00 Check-in

12:30-1:30 lunch

12:30-1:30 lunch

12:30-1:30 lunch

2:00-6:00 Classes
or open weave

1:30-6:00 Classes
or open weave

1:30-6:00 Classes
or open weave

1:30-6:00 Classes
or open weave

6:00-7:00 Dinner

6:00-7:00 Dinner

6:00-7:00 Dinner

6:00-7:00 Dinner

7:30 Bag Raffle

7:00 Awl for Baskets
(Marketplace)

7:00-7:45 Last chance for Have a safe journey home!
Silent Auction bidding

8:00 Program

8:30 Gala & Gallery

8:00-9:00 Live Auction

7:00-9:00 W(h)ine &
Weave activity.

Got Questions? Contact chair Elaine Twogood at 253-927-5298
or registrar Karen Samdahl at 425-827-5372
or by email: springretreat@nwbasketweavers.org

1:00 Clean up

Class Schedule At A Glance
Wednesday
1 Napkin Basket
Harper

4 hrs

2 Gourd Prep
Wilson

4 hrs

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

5 Coiling on Gourd
Wilson

8 hrs

11 Seashells on Gourd
Wilson
8 hrs

6 Textile-izing
Zugish

8 hrs

12 Zen
Zugish

6 hrs

3 Clamshell Rattle
Curtis
4 hrs

18 Turks Knot
Harper

8 hrs

19 Standing Tall
Zugish

8 hrs

20 Birch Bark Cylinders
Curtis
6 hrs
7 Fish
Wray/Twogood

4 Knotless Netting
Harradine
4 hrs

Sunday

8 hrs

13 Drama in Twill
Wray/Twogood

8 hrs

21 Arrowed Cedar Vase
Wray/Twogood
8 hrs

14 Flask
Sherwood

8 hrs

22 Salmon
Sherwood

8 hrs

26 Bracelets
Curtis

4 hrs

27 Buttons
Sherwood

4 hrs

8 Cedar Sun Visor
Hart

8 hrs

15 Ti Stitch
Nickelson

8 hrs

23 Waves on Cedar
Sutton
8 hrs

28 Ocean Waves
Sutton
4 hrs

9 Wrapped Twining
Harradine

8 hrs

16 Walnut
Harradine

8 hrs

24 Dolls
Harradine

6 hrs

10 Dragon Scale
Moore

6 hrs

17 Lavaliere
Moore

6 hrs

25 Leaves
Moore

12 hrs: 8 hrs Sat & 4 hrs Sun

COVID-19 PROTOCOL
Based on the protocol and best practice guidelines of state and federal authorities, the below is required by Seabeck Conference Center:






All groups using Seabeck Conference Center must attest in writing that they have confirmed
every member of their group, 2 years of age or older, has proof of vaccination and/ or a negative COVID-19 test within 72 hours of arrival.
Every person in Washington state must wear a face covering that covers their nose and
mouth when they are in a place where any person from outside their household is present or
in a place that is generally accessible to any person from outside their household, subject to
certain exceptions and exemptions.
If an individual is included in the CDC list of those who need to take extra precautions and
have not been vaccinated, it is recommended that they do not attend. This is to protect everyone in your group as well as our staff and other guests.

In order to abide by these guidelines, and to be able to attest that everyone has met the requirements, the Northwest Basket Weavers’ Guild Spring Retreat will require all attendees be fully vaccinated and that proof of such be provided at the time of registration. Boosters are recommended. Because of the length of time of the retreat and because of verification requirements,
testing will not be allowed as a substitute for being fully vaccinated for this event.
Submitted proof of vaccination will be compiled and kept in confidence by a single committee member, then destroyed following the retreat. Proof may be sent as a photo copy of the vaccination document by mail or a photo of the vaccination document sent as an attachment in an email.

Registration will not be accepted without Proof of Vaccination.

Registration Form
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Spring Retreat at Seabeck Conference Center May 18-22, 2022
Complete all three pages: R1, R2 & R3 - Print Clearly

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
EMAIL

Classes fill quickly; return by March 7.

HOME PHONE
CELL PHONE

 I am a member of NWBW  I am a member of CBBG

Registrants must be members of Northwest Basket Weavers (NWBW) or
Columbia Basin Basketry Guild (CBBG). Note: If you are not a member, please go to NWBW or CBBG website for membership information.

DO NOT PAY ANY REGISTRATION, CLASS, OR MATERIALS FEES AT THIS TIME!
REQUIRED! Arrival day:
I plan to arrive:before breakfast before lunch before dinner after dinner
REGISTRATION FEES
4 nights + meals
3 nights + meals
2 nights + meals

Mark One Box Only:

 Wednesday to Sunday
 Wednesday to Saturday  Thursday to Sunday
 Wednesday to Friday  Thursday to Saturday  Friday to Sunday
 Wed/Thurs  Thurs/Fri  Fri/Sat
 Sat/Sun

1 night + meals
ADD OR SUBTRACT PREMIUMS AND DISCOUNTS FROM HOUSING OPTIONS BELOW

$320
$260
$200
$130

One Day Visitors and Those Who Plan to Stay Off-Campus: check Day(s) in attendance:

 Thursday  Friday Saturday
 Wednesday  Sunday

$50/day
$30/day

Raffle Basket Tickets

$1 each
TOTAL ENCLOSED:

Housing Preferences

Housing Options

Please RANK your preferences (up to
5). We cannot guarantee your first
choice in lodging, but will make every
effort to give you one of your top
choices. For more room details see
www.seabeck.org.

Firs: Single-story building, 3 beds per room, shared bathrooms, adjoining meeting
room with piano.
Huckleberry, Salal: newer buildings, 2 beds/room, door locks, private bath, 1st floor
is wheelchair accessible. Single beds can form King bed; good for couples.
PREMIUM PRICING ADD $25/NIGHT

I would like to room with:

Inn Annex: 12 single-occupancy rooms on 2nd floor, with shared bath. First come
first served.
PRIVATE ROOM PREMIUM ADD $20/NIGHT

Rank

Spruce: 3 beds/room, door locks, private bath; near large meeting room. 2-story
older building. One wheelchair accessible.
PREMIUM PRICING ADD $20/NIGHT

Historic Inn: on 2nd floor, 2, 3,& 4 beds, some shared bathrooms.
PREMIUM PRICING ADD $10/NIGHT
Seabeck is charging an added premium if you wish to be a single occupant in a multi-bed room of $50 PER NIGHT. However, in the
event COVID flares up again, they MAY refund this charge. They will not make this decision until within a month of Retreat.

Check if Applicable:






First Aid

This is my first NWBW Retreat
I would like to be a Mentor (answer weaving/materials prep questions, help with problems)
I would like to be a vendor in the Awl for Baskets Marketplace

 I am currently trained for CPR First Aid & willing to be a designated CPR/First Aid person.

Do you have any Mobility or other issues for which you need accommodation under the ADA Policy?
 No  Yes, please describe:
Are you able to go up and down one flight of stairs to access classrooms?  No  Yes
Meals  Vegetarian entrees  Dietary health restrictions:



If you have special dietary needs, refrigerators are available for any supplemental foods you may bring.

NAME

___________________________________________________________________ page R2

Mail the three completed pages,
R1, R2, & R3, to our registrar:

Karen Samdahl
7714 131st Avenue NE
Kirkland, WA 98033

Choice #

Day
Wednesday

Hand delivered forms will not be
processed.
Thursday

DO NOT PAY REGISTRATION,
CLASS OR MATERIALS
FEES NOW.
If Retreat proceeds, you will
receive an invoice after March
7 for registration, housing,
classes and material fees, and
raffle basket tickets.

Friday

Please indicate 1st, 2nd & 3rd
class choices for each day, as
some classes may fill early, or
not fill.

Cancellation Policy
Because of the uncertainties involved
this year, we ask that no one send in
money until after we decide on March
7, 2022 whether our retreat will proceed. If yes, you will receive an invoice
for the total cost of retreat at that time.
A cancellation policy for 2022 only will
be included with the invoice.

Saturday

Class / Teacher
Napkin Basket / Harper

32

30

2

Gourd Prep / Wilson

32

30

3

Clamshell Rattle / Curtis

32

35

4

Knotless Netting / Harradine

32

20

5

Coiling Gourd / Wilson

64

35

6

Textile-izing / Zugish

64

65

7

Fish Rattle / WrayTwogood

64

60

8

Visor / Hart

64

100

9

Wrapped Twining / Harradine

64

30

10

Dragon Scale / Moore

48

25

11

Seashells on Gourd / Wilson

64

45

12

Zen / Zugish

48

65

13

Drama in Twill / WrayTwogood

64

40

14

Flask / Sherwood

64

65

15

Ti Stitch / Nickelson

64

30

16

Wicker & Walnut / Harradine

64

30

17

Lavaliere / Moore

48

20

18

Turks Knot / Harper

64

40

19

Standing Tall / Zugish

64

75

20

Birch Bark / Curtis

48

45

64

45

64

60

56

80

22
23

Postmark Date

Check Amount
Refund
Balance Due

Full

Full

Closed
Full

Full
Arrowed Vase / WrayTwogood
Full
Salmon / Sherwood
Closed
Waves on Cedar / Sutton
Full

24

Olde Timey Dolls / Harradine

64

25

Sat / Sun

25

Leaves / Moore

96

55

Sunday

26

Bracelets / Curtis

32

35

27

Fish Skin Buttons / Sherwood

32

25

28

Ocean Waves / Sutton

32

70

Total
Check #

Materials
Fee

1

21

FOR REGISTRAR USE ONLY

Class
Fee

Full
Full

Northwest Basket Weavers Guild Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Policy
NWBW Guild strives to create a welcoming atmosphere for everyone and for all basketry materials at Guild events. Members of
the Guild work with a wide variety of basketry materials, some of which may cause allergic symptoms in some persons. Weavers with
allergies should be aware that there is always the potential for exposure to materials to which they may be allergic. Attendance at events
is at the individual’s own risk.
Individuals with allergies who are requesting ADA accommodation are required to notify the event chair in writing, by email,
and/or on any registration forms, preferably at the time of registration but no later than the registration deadline of all Guild events. Any
other ADA accommodation requests require the same notification. This notification should establish the specific issue needing accommodation. A response in writing or by email from the event chair will identify how an accommodation will be addressed. Information
about a venue can be requested from the event director.
While the Guild will continue to make every effort to be inclusive, there are some situations in which the Guild will not be able to
provide all the requested accommodations. Limits to accommodations include that the guild not fundamentally alter an event and that it
not cause undue hardship to the organization. Each request for accommodation will require a unique assessment dependent on the circumstance.

COVID-19 Liability Release Waiver
NWBW Retreat 2022: Weave In Spring

page R3

In consideration of my participation, I hereby declare the following:
1. I am fully and personally responsible for my own safety and actions while and during my participation.
I recognize that I may be at risk for contracting COVID-19.
2. I attest that I will only attend retreat if:
* I am not experiencing any symptoms of illness such as cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing,
fever, chills, repeated shaking with chills, muscle pain, headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, or a new
loss of taste or smell.
* I do not believe I have been exposed to someone with a suspected and/or confirmed case of COVID-19.
* I have not been diagnosed with COVID-19 or I have been cleared as non-contagious by state or local
public health authorities.
* I will follow all State of Washington, CDC and Seabeck recommended guidelines.
3. With full acknowledgement of the risk involved, I hereby release, waive, and discharge the event host,
The Northwest Basket Weavers Vi Phillips Guild, its board, officers, independent contractors, affiliates,
and representatives from any and all claims, demands, actions, and causes of action whatsoever directly or
indirectly arising out of or related to any loss, damage, injury, or death that nay be sustained by me related
to COVID-19 while participating in any activity while in, on , or around the premises or while using the
facilities that may lead to unintentional exposure or harm due to COVID-19.
I agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Northwest Basket Weavers Vi Phillips Guild from
and against any and all cost, expenses, damages, lawsuits, and/or liabilities or claims arising whether directly or indirectly or related to any and all claims made by or against any of the released parties due to
injury, loss, or death from or related to COVID-19.
By signing below I acknowledge that have read the foregoing Liability Release Waiver and understand its
contents; that I am at least eighteen (18) years old and fully competent to give my consent; that I have
been sufficiently informed of the risks involved and give my voluntary consent in signing this Liability
Release Waiver as my own free act and deed with full intention to be bound by same, and free from any
inducement or representation.
This waiver will remain effective until laws and mandates relevant to COVID-19 are lifted.
Name (Printed):________________________________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________
Phone number:________________________________________
Date:________________
INCLUDE A COPY OF PROOF OF VACCINATION WITH THIS SIGNED WAIVER
OR REGISTRATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

NWBW Retreat 2022 Class Listings

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON CLASSES
1. Napkin Basket

Cathie Harper

4 hrs

ALL

Max. 10

This is a beginning basket that is totally functional to store paper napkins. This is a perfect
basket for beginners to learn simple check weave that uses a continuous weave. Using
hand dyed and natural flat reed, participants learn how to create a basic open twill base. A
continuous over and under check weave will be used up the sides, and a waxed linen
lashed rim will complete the basket. Learn how to square a base. Four different colours of
weavers will be available. Discussion on how to design flat reed baskets to size will be included, as well as a package of napkins!
Materials: flat reed, natural and dyed round reed, flat oval reed, waxed linen
Size: D 6” x H 4”
Bring: basic tools, shears, awl, towel, spray bottle, packing tool, 10+ clips, large-eyed needle
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $30= Total Cost: $62

2. Gourd Prep 101

Jane Wilson (with assistant) 4 hrs ALL

Max. 15

Learn to prepare a hard shell gourd for weaving. You will design, mark cutting lines, cut and
clean the gourd, finish the inside, paint the outside so your gourd is ready to weave.
Materials: hard shell gourd, paint
Size: H 7” x W 9”
Bring: 4-in-1 rasp, mini jigsaw if you have one, cordless drill, pencil, dust mask required,
tape measure, compass, baby wipes, awl. Other tools will be provided.
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $30= Total Cost: $62

3. Clamshell Rattle

Deb Curtis 4 hrs

ALL

Max. 15

Using western red cedar bark and yellow cedar, students will weave over a cockle shell
gathered from the Oregon coast. These rattles are modeled after rattles used in a movie that
Deb saw in Haida Gwaii.
Materials: red cedar bark, yellow cedar bark, cockle shell, pebbles
Size: approx. 3 1/2” in diameter
Bring: hemostats or fine needle nose pliers, 2-4 rubber bands, small flat head screwdriver or
small weave rite tool, pint container for water, towel, any special items you would like to put
inside your rattle (ex: beads, shell pieces, etc.), scissors
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $35= Total Cost: $67

4. Knotless Netting Kay Harradine 4 hrs ALL Max. 18
Learn this simple technique that can be used for many projects. A series of loops or half hitches
is worked in spiral rows to cover an object of your choice. Add beads to the net on every stitch or
just here and there. This looping technique can also be used to create textiles without using an
object. You will also learn to make two-ply cordage for the neck cord.
Materials: waxed linen, stone or glass object
Size: H 2” x W 2”
Bring: basic tools, sharp scissors
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $ 20 = Total Cost: $52
6

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle

NWBW Retreat 2022 Class Listings

THURSDAY CLASSES
5. Closed and Open Coiling on a Gourd
Jane Wilson (with assistant) 8 hrs ALL Max. 15
You will learn to coil using an open and closed technique on a hard shell gourd, embellished with beads.
Materials: pre-cut and marbled finish hard shell gourd, (two color choices: metallic copper marble with natural cord, or blue, purple, teal metallic finish with hand-dyed cord),
glass beads, your choice of waxed linen thread.
Size: H 2.5” x W 5” x D 5”
Bring: cordless drill, pencil, tape measure, baby wipes, awl, scissors
Teaching Fee: $64+ Materials Fee: $35= Total Cost: $99

6. Textile-izing Judy Zugish

8 hrs INT

Max. 12

Combine and intertwine using willow barks, threads of tsumugi, strands of cedar, strength of
copper wire. Shape and form a textile to your liking. Learn to see beneath the weave, to play
and explore with Judy designs and your imagination. Add, or subtract, a finish: bring a piece of
you to class.
Materials: willow barks, yellow cedar, textiles, wire
Size: H 5” x W 4” x D 3”
Bring: basic tools, towel, small water bowl, packing tool, scissors, personal embellishments if
wanted
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $65= Total Cost: $129

7. Cedar Fish Rattle Sheila Wray & Elaine Twogood
8 hrs INT Max. 12

Full, 6 on wait list (2/6/22)

The cedar fish is woven with red cedar spokes and yellow cedar
twiners beginning over a wooden mold. As you continue, weaving
choices may be made of other materials and colors to provide an
original touch or design. BB’s and beads are added to make a contemporary version of a traditional Northwest Native rattle.
Materials: red cedar, yellow cedar, mold, various materials, copper
strips, waxed linen, artificial sinew, BB’s, beads
Size: H 3” x W 5” x D 2“ but can vary
Bring: basic tools, scissors, packing tool, tapestry needle, spray bottle, small water container, apron
(optional)
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $60= Total Cost: $124

8. Cedar Sun Visor

Jo Ann Hart

8 hrs

INT

Max. 12

With all the sun we will have at our new Retreat dates, we all need this cedar visor to wear. Students
will learn how to work with cedar bark and will master twining and a traditional folded rim. The visor has
a leather closure. One size fits all.
Materials: Red Cedar Bark, leather, various threads
Size: one size fits all
Bring: basic tools, t-pins, personal light, large-eyed needle
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $100= Total Cost: $164
Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle

7
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9. Intro to Wrapped Twining

Kay Harradine

8 hrs INT Max. 10

Full, 7 on wait list (2/6/22)

Learn the basic technique and structure of the wrapped twining stitch, using raffia fiber over
red cedar bark stakes. You’ll make a small basket with a colorful woven pattern, which steps
you from the basic stitch to more complex combination for various design strategies. We’ll
cover best practices for weaving with raffia, and discuss other materials that can be used for
wrapped twining. Several methods of starting/joining/ending will be shown, along with border
choices, and maybe a little about creating design charts if there’s time. Some twining experience preferred.
Materials: red cedar bark, raffia
Size: varies
Bring: basic tools, sharp scissors, blunt needle, Bandaids, small water bowl, towel, pencil,
measuring tape
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $30 = Total Cost: $94

10. Dragon Scale Bracelet Revisited Marilyn Moore 6 hrs ALL
Max.12
Revisiting the dragon scale bracelet using gemdua beads, fire polished beads,
and seed beads to make this beautiful bracelet. It is quick and easy. Using a
strong magnetic clasp, it is easy to wear as well.
Materials: beads, magnetic finding
Size: varies
Bring: scissors, personal task light w/ extension cord
Teaching Fee: $48 + Materials Fee: $25 = Total Cost: $ 73

FRIDAY CLASSES
11. Seashells and Knotless Netting on a Gourd
Jane Wilson (with assistant) 8 hrs ALL

Max. 15

Weave this nautical piece using seagrass and waxed linen thread embellished with seashells. You will learn knotless netting and coiling on a gourd, and how to drill holes in shells.
Materials: pre-cut and marbled finish hard shell gourd, seagrass, wool roving, waxed linen,
and an assortment of seashells and beads.
Size: H 2.5” x W 5” x D 5”
Bring: cordless drill, pencil, tape measure, baby wipes, awl, scissors
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $45= Total Cost: $109

12. Zen-Skeins Judy Zugish

6 hrs ALL

Max. 12

The process of willow skeining is a precise and beautiful meditation. For this vase, Judy prepared
skeins and designed a precision piece to replicate an elegant bamboo basket seen in Japan, 1998.
Savoring a memory, showcasing a bloom, elevating fine skein willow. For all levels, class includes
discussion of skeinwork, handmade supplies, and glass tube.
Materials: handmade willow skeins, collar, glass tube
Size: H 10” x W 2” x D 2”
Bring: basic tools, packing tool, small sponge, scissors, towel
Teaching Fee: $48 + Materials Fee: $65= Total Cost: $113
8

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle
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13. Drama in Twill Sheila Wray & Elaine Twogood 8 hrs INT Max. 12
Access your inner muse for inspiration when weaving the twill pattern for this vase. Using
black dyed reed and bleached Hamburg cane, choose to weave the twill pattern shown, or
choose from a number of alternate twills to create your own special masterpiece.
Materials: Hamburg cane, reed, glass cylinder vase, slotted wood base
Size: H 8” x W 3.5”
Bring: basic tools, scissors, packing tool, tape measure, knife, spray bottle, towel, soaking
dish, thin knife, spring type clothespins or clamps, optional zip ties
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $40= Total Cost: $104

14. Bottoms Up—Covered Hip Flask

Karen Sherwood 8 hrs INT Max. 12

Using a metal flask, students will weave a beautiful covering, while working with cedar bark,
maple bark, basket sedge, and waxed linen. A variety of techniques will be used, including
plaiting, twill work, twining, triple twine and a diagonal folded rim. Instructions on smooth
transitions, and invisible splicing and finishes will be emphasized.

Closed, 10 on wait list (2/6/22)

Materials: metal flask, dyed and natural cedar bark, maple or maple bark, basket sedge,
waxed linen
Size: H 5” x W 4.5” x D 1.5“
Bring: basic tools
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $65= Total Cost: $129

15. Ti Stitch for Pine Needle Baskets Vicky Nickelson 8 hrs INT Max. 12
Our focus will be on learning the Ti stitch. We will begin with a laser cut wooden base and
wrap one complete pine needle coil with waxed linen, then begin the Ti stitch. Some coiling
experience is recommended. You may not complete the basket in class, as our intent is to
learn the Ti stitch.

Full, 1 on wait list (2/6/22)

Materials: pine needles, laser cut wooden center, waxed linen, sewing needle
Size: H 1” x D 16”
Bring: basic tools, small sharp scissors, junky scissors for pine needles
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $30 = Total Cost: $94

16. Wicker and Walnut

Kay Harradine

8 hrs ALL Max. 8

Learn the anatomy and architecture of a simple wicker basket, including terms and skills
such as tying the slath, upsetting, waling, and randing. We’ll use natural round reed for
spokes and weavers. Enhance your project with accents using dye made from walnut
husks, bark from walnut branches, and walnut leaf petioles.
Materials: round reed, walnut bark, walnut leaves
Size: varies
Bring: basic tools, sharp scissors, awl, clothespins, measuring tape, towel, bucket, pencil, Bandaids
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $30 = Total Cost: $ 94

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle
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17. Lavaliere, Wire Cloth Pendant

Marilyn Moore

6 hrs ALL

Max. 12

Make this bead encrusted pendant, exploring ways to use wire cloth and beads. This luxurious looking pendant will be a fun exploration into these materials. Hemming wire cloth and stitching beads using simple
beading techniques will be covered.
Materials: wire cloth, gem duo beads, seed beads, finding, rubber cord
Size: H 2.75” x W 1.75”
Bring: basic tools, small wire cutters, chain nose pliers, metal burnisher, small metal ruler, cutting mat, personal task light w/ extension cord
Teaching Fee: $48 + Materials Fee: $20 = Total Cost: $ 68

SATURDAY CLASSES
18. Turk’s Knot Basket Cathie Harper 8 hrs

ALL

Max. 10

This is a basket suitable for less experienced weavers as it introduces twining, two versions
of four rod wale, three rod wale and three rod arrow and double Japanese weaves. It includes adding a lid with the ever practical Turk’s Knot as a knob.
Materials: dyed and natural round reed, waxed linen
Size: D 6” x H 5”
Bring: basic tools, shears, towel, spray bottle, packing tool, tape measure, bucket large
enough to fit the basket
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $40= Total Cost: $104

19 Standing Tall Judy Zugish 8 hrs INT Max. 12
Simple in concept, elegant in execution. Since my return from Denmark, this has become a
favorite style of work. Learn to double plait with hand cut willow barks. Surround peeled
willow rods to create a carry edge. This piece can serve, or stand alone, or hang on the wall.
The beauty and integrity of these steps will appeal to all weavers who love naturals.
Materials: prepared willow barks, assorted threadwork, peeled and barked rods
Size: H 10” x W 8”
Bring: basic tools, packing tool, large-eyed needle, spray bottle, scissors, small towel,
bucket
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $75= Total Cost: $139

20. Birch Bark Cylinders

Deb Curtis 6 hrs

ALL

Max. 10

Learn the basics of working with birch bark. Different rim treatments, footers and 2 methods
of attaching the base will be shown. Each student will complete at least one birch bark cylinder in class. Materials will be provided for 2 shorter cylinders or one taller one.
Materials: birch bark, waxed linen, choice of palm inflorescences, cedar bark or veneer for
rims and footers
Full (3/15/22)
Size: H varies x W 4” x D 4”
Bring: basic tools, scissors, sharp skinny awl
Teaching Fee: $48 + Materials Fee: $45= Total Cost: $93

10

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle
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21. Arrowed Cedar Vase Sheila Wray & Elaine Twogood 8 hrs INT Max. 15
Woven over a square glass vase in cedar and Hamburg cane, accented with waxed linen
“X”s, this will allow the weaver to learn to do “X”s and a twill arrow pattern. It has a traditional flip and fold border.

Full, 7 on wait list (2/6/22)

Materials: red cedar, yellow cedar, natural and dyed Hamburg cane, waxed linen
Size: H 3.5” x W 3.5” x D 3.5”
Bring: basic tools, scissors, packing tool, tape measure, knife, spray bottle, towel, soaking
dish, thin knife
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $45= Total Cost: $109

22. Cedar and Salmon

Karen Sherwood

8 hrs INT Max. 12

Closed, 21 on wait list (2/6/22)

Using a twill work pattern, salmon or other fish skins are woven with red cedar to
create striking designs. Basket sedge and dyed cedar help provide a framing accent for the basket. This piece is finished with a diagonal fold rim. An emphasis on
smooth transitions and hidden splicing will be highlighted.
Materials: dyed and natural cedar bark, basket sedge, cured fish skin
Size: H 4” x W 4” x D 4“
Bring: basic tools, scissors, ruler, packing tool, spray bottle, large eyed blunt needle
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $60= Total Cost: $124

23. Waves on Cedar

Polly Sutton

7 hrs ALL

Max. 12

Using cedar bark for the spokes, this sculptural basket uses basic twining to undulate the
cedar with the placement of the wire. The finish is an easy lashed border of yellow cedar
outer bark.
Materials: red and yellow cedar bark, wire
Size: H 4” x D 2.5” x W 2.25”
Bring: basic tools, squirt bottle, scissors, tapestry needle
Teaching Fee: $56 + Materials Fee: $80 = Total Cost: $136

24. Olde Timey Dolls

Kay Harradine

Full, 1 on wait list (2/6/22)

8 hrs ALL Max. 10

What child across the ages hasn’t adored a favorite handmade dolly? Create your own examples with simple plant and animal fibers. Make a pair of
Native cattail dolls, a pioneer age cornhusk doll, a simple wire and stuffing
body for an apple head you’ll carve. Take it home and watch it cure into
wrinkles as it dries.
Materials: prepared cattail, corn husk, raffia, wool, wire, yarn, felt, findings,
hot glue, apples, instructions
Size: varies
Bring: basic tools, sharp paring knife, small pliers, scissors, needle &
thread, sewing scraps & trimmings, Bandaids
Teaching Fee: $64 + Materials Fee: $25 = Total Cost: $89

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle
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SATURDAY / SUNDAY MORNING CLASS
25. Leaves: From Idea to Creation

Marilyn Moore

12 hrs INT

Max. 12

Come to class with a real leaf of your choice, and learn how to design, then set up and prepare
the spokes and twine this interesting shape. (It doesn’t have to be a maple leaf) If you wish to
turn it into either a pendant or a brooch, that will also be discussed. While twining experience is
helpful, it isn’t really necessary to have the skill, but a willingness to learn and explore is essential. Twining and color blending will be covered. May not finish in class.
Materials: copper wire, fine colored wire
Size: varies
Bring: basic tools, small wire cutters, chain nose pliers, round nose pliers, small straight WeaveRite packing tool, embroidery needles sizes 1-5, nylon jaw wire straighteners, personal task light
w/ extension cord
Teaching Fee: $96 + Materials Fee: $55 = Total Cost: $151

SUNDAY MORNING CLASSES
26. Cedar and Cane Bracelets Deb Curtis 4 hrs

ALL

Max. 15

Using western red cedar bark and cane in your choice of color, you will make 2-3
bracelets in different weaving patterns and/or widths. These are great gifts and fast
and fun to make.
Materials: red cedar, dyed and natural cane
Size: varies
Bring: hemostats or fine needle nose pliers, small flat head screwdriver or small
weave rite, pint container to hold water, towel, scissors
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $35= Total Cost: $67

27. Fish Skin Covered Buttons Karen Sherwood

4 hrs ALL Max. 12

Using a variety of cured fish skins, students will cover buttons in a variety of woven
patterns. These buttons create beautiful accents on sweaters, bags, or a variety of
woven projects. Eight buttons can be created in class.

Full (3/15/22)

Materials: assorted cured fish skin, cedar bark, button form
Size: 1/2” dia or 1” dia
Bring: basic tools, sharp scissors, ruler, small basin
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $25= Total Cost: $57

28. Cedar Ocean Waves

Polly Sutton

4 hrs ALL

Max. 12

A narrow dyed black cane is lashed with wire in a wave pattern over cedar bark
spokes. The finish is the traditional lash-fold-flip border. Students may not finish in
class, but will have finish instructions provided.
Materials: cedar bark, dyed cane, wire
Size: H 4” x D 2.5” x W 2.25”
Bring: basic tools, squirt bottle, scissors, tapestry needle
Teaching Fee: $32 + Materials Fee: $70 = Total Cost: $102
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Full, 1 on wait list (2/6/22)

Basic Basketry Tools: Awl, Scissors, Towel, Spray Bottle, Container for soaking, Packing Tool, Large-eyed Needle

Raffle Basket
We’re All In This Together
by Joe Van Wassenhove
Inspired by a class with Deb Curtis last year, I planned to start with a
rounded birch bark vessel. Initially, I wanted to incorporate other northern
latitude elements in a nod to our Pacific Northwest surroundings, planning
to name this piece Nordic Highlights. Over time, though, I gravitated to
incorporating another passion, loom weaving. And, due to the deepening
pandemic, my concept morphed to reflect an oft-mentioned line.
So, the final version of this 10"H x 9"W globe-shaped basket, titled "We're
All In This Together", will be comprised of pierced birch bark panels with a
red cedar base. Decorating the basket will be strips woven of cotton thread
that vary in color, width and length. The strips are arranged in a dynamic
pattern that expresses a hoped for collective migration to a middle ground
that works for all.

No photo is available at this
time! We will post it on the
website and in the newsletter as soon as we can!

Raffle tickets may be purchased with your registration (or separately if you
can’t come) and also at the
Retreat for $1.00 each. The
drawing is Saturday evening, and you need not be
present to win.

Membership
We are no longer collecting membership with retreat payments. All attendees must be a member of either the
Northwest Basket Weavers Guild or the Columbia Basin Basketry Guild. Please go to the appropriate website for these organizations: for NWBW www.nwbasketweavers.org or for CBBG www.basketryguild.org for
membership forms and information. Memberships for NWBW run from January to January. You can join at
any time, but your membership will elapse at the end of the following January.

Level of Difficulty for Classes
Please be realistic about your abilities when choosing classes.
BEGINNER

ALL

New to weaving or limited basket making skills & techniques.

INTERMEDIATE

INT

Several skills & techniques. Have completed some baskets, using 1 or 2 materials
& techniques.

ADVANCED

ADV Many skills & techniques. Have made a wide variety of baskets.

A Word About Size :

Please read basket descriptions closely to be aware of the actual basket size. Photos can be misleading!

Basic Basketry Tools
Scissors, Awl, Packing Tool, Side Cutters, Large-Eyed Needle, Measuring Tool, Pencil, Clothes Pins
or Clips, Spray Bottle, Container for Water, Towel.
These are items that are handy to have in your tool pouch. See Class descriptions for additional tools
needed. Many of these items will be available for sale during Retreat at our Merchandise Table.
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Northwest Basket Weavers
Vi Phillips Basketry Guild
Karen Samdahl
7714 131st Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98033
www.nwbasketweavers.org
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